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Abstract: The present work presents a statistical method to translate human
voices across age groups, based on commonalities in voices of blood relations.
The age-translated voices have been naturalized extracting the blood relation
features e.g., pitch, duration, energy, using Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coef-
ficients (MFCC), for social compatibility of the voice-impaired. The system
has been demonstrated using standard English and an Indian language. The
voice samples for resynthesis were derived from 12 families, with member
ages ranging from 8–80 years. The voice-age translation, performed using
the Pitch synchronous overlap and add (PSOLA) approach, by modulation
of extracted voice features, was validated by perception test. The translated
and resynthesized voices were correlated using Linde, Buzo, Gray (LBG), and
Kekre’s Fast Codebook generation (KFCG) algorithms. For translated voice
targets, a strong (θ >∼93% and θ >∼96%) correlation was found with blood
relatives, whereas, a weak (θ <∼78% and θ <∼80%) correlation range was
found between different families and different gender from same families. The
study further subcategorized the sampling and synthesis of the voices into
similar or dissimilar gender groups, using a support vector machine (SVM)
choosing between available voice samples. Finally, ∼96%, ∼93%, and ∼94%
accuracies were obtained in the identification of the gender of the voice
sample, the age group samples, and the correlation between the original and
converted voice samples, respectively. The results obtained were close to the
natural voice sample features and are envisaged to facilitate a near-natural
voice for speech-impaired easily.
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1 Introduction

Speech is important for communicating information easily for social participation, education,
and employment, etc. However, an estimated ∼5%–11% of people have speech disorders and
cannot rely on natural speech for communication [1–4]. Speech disorders are a type of commu-
nication disorder where “normal” speech is interrupted. The usual causes of speech disorders
are vocal cord paralysis, vocal cord damage, articulation disorders, phonological disorders, disflu-
ency, accidents, being without speech from birth, brain damage, neural disorder, salinity, muscle
weakness, and respiratory weakness [5]. Off late, algorithms have been developed to facilitate
straightforward communication through synthesized speech for those with total or partial loss of
speech. They include electrolarynx [6], sign to speech converter [7], text to speech synthesis [8],
silent sound technology [9], vocal cord vibration switches [10], articulatory speech synthesizers [11],
brain implants [12], breath to speech [13], and, tongue articulatory systems [14]. They are based
on inputs captured through hand gestures, text data, lip movements, vocalizations, visual features,
brain signals, exhales, and tongue movements respectively. Such models can be useful to interpret
speech for tracheostomized patients who have undergone larynx surgery, those who are speech-
disabled due to accidents or voice disorders, medical rehabilitation, and robotics [6–14]. However,
such techniques are used to synthesize the speech, whose voice is chosen either of google voice
or robotic voice or a universal or generated voice database, where the speaker does not sound
natural.

The motivation for the current work is to generate a near-natural voice for a voice-impaired
target, from a voice sample drawn from within family relation preferably, irrespective of age,
with an age conversion feature in place. The importance of the present work is that (a) age-
conversion of voice samples to suit a target’s voice and, (b) whether the choice of voice sample
should be from within family blood relations, or anywhere else, have been established. Prior studies
in literature fall into two categories towards our present work motivation i.e., voice conversion
techniques, mainly for gender conversion, which is frequency translation in effect [15–25] and
about finding similarities between same accent voices [26–34] to achieve natural of speech or voice
using various techniques, while the present work investigates family relation as a big factor to
include natural features in voices.

A voice conversion system should be able to identify the characteristics of an individual’s
speech (source speaker) and substitute them for those of another speaker (the target speaker)
with reasonable loss of information or modification in the transferred message. A comprehensive
state-of-the-art about these different techniques to generate voice conversion is listed in Tab. 1.
These approaches have helped to raise the human-machine interface to a high degree of authenti-
cation [15–25]. To date, most of the tools and techniques described in Tab. 1, have been used for
voice identification by comparison [26–33], and not age translation of voice, as presented in the
current work.

Other studies finding similarities between voices have examined and tested voice samples of
the candidates and ensured the accent, inflection, pitch, tone, and speed of the speech used for
comparison [26]. Some work has been reported [27–29] to address issues like the confusion of
voices on the telephone. Studies of voice pairs like father and son or twins [30] revealed that
the first harmonic of the voice signals, “f0,” [31], showed some correlation in the pairs, with
conformational [32,33]. The present author and the group have previously reported a preliminary
work on the correlation of voices based on features availability use to blood relations [34], which
shows the closeness of formants in voices of relatives, towards the natural voice.
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Table 1: Description of voice conversion techniques

Technique Description

Weighted frequency
Warping technique

References [15,16] generates frequency warping function maps the
formants of the source and target speakers of each aligned frame.

Hidden Markov
models (HMM)

Reference [17] have one-to-one mapping links as recognition-codebook
and synthesis-codebook. The work of [18] collects the articulatory
motions from acoustic speech.

Gaussian mixture
models (GMM)

Reference [19] allows manipulation of spectral, acoustic, and rhythmic
parameters using STRAIGHT (speech transformation and representation
using adaptive interpolation of the weiGHTed spectrum. Reference [20]
performs the estimation of a relevant spectral sequence considering not
only static but also dynamic features in the mapping function.

Artificial neural
networks (ANN)

Reference [21] uses parallel dictionaries composed of source and target
instances having identical texts spoken by source and target speakers.
Reference [22] considers speech signals that are generated from a
probabilistic model based on Restrictive Boltzmann Machines whither
phonological and speaker information are explicitly determined.

Pitch-synchronous
overlap-add
(PSOLA)

The audio effects use for speech samples by time-scaling and
pitch-shifting in the particular contexts of vibrato, prosody change, time
unfolding, and rhythm change using Time-domain pitch-synchronous
overlap-add (TD-PSOLA) and FD-PSOLA [23–25]

To summarize, voice conversion technologies have been used only for voice-gender conversion
and age classification, and not age conversion of voice. However, the computation time is high
and the quality of the synthetic speech has generally been less satisfactory in GMM and ANN
when compared with those systems based on PSOLA [22,25]. Thus, we have considered PSOLA
for our objective to perform voice conversion. After the review of the literature and to the best
of our knowledge, there are no existing systems to establish voice conversion that adopts features
of speech to make the synthesized voices sound more realistic and natural.

Thus, the major aims were to (a) choose and identify the best-suited voice for a target
who is voice-impaired; and, (b) translate the age of source voice to target age, by manipulating
the speech features, using Vector Quantization (VQ) algorithms of LBG and KFCG [35–38] for
feature extraction and correlation, and PSOLA for voice feature manipulation. In all, each target
patient would be able to get an individual voice database, preferably derived from a relative for
naturalness, with voice quality matched to the target’s age.

Finally, the major contributions of the work presented in subsequent sections are as
follows.

• The study concentrates on creating a corpus of English and one Indian language collected
from members of 12 families that range in age from 8 to 80 years old.

• Abilities of PSOLA have been used to manipulate voice sample features (obtained from
male/female sources) and used for age-translation for target patients (child, young, adult,
senior as appropriate) with loss of voice.
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• The experimental study defines the formats of the original voice samples (from the blood
relatives) and the resynthesized voice samples and finds the correlation (θ) between the
resynthesized voice samples and the original voice samples using the LBG and KFCG
algorithms. The results are verified by an SVM classifier for fast results.

• The differences between the voice samples are identified using root mean square error
(RMSE), and the similarity is optimized by fine-tuning speech features like pitch, duration,
and spectral-temporal parameters of the samples to make them similar to the voice samples
of blood relatives. The results then undergo a validation test.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the flow of the proposed
system and the formulation of the individual voice database for the speech-disabled. Section 3
presents the results and discusses them in terms of voice conversion, acoustic analysis to find the
correlation, SVM classification to determine whether the correlation is strong or weak, and an
analysis of errors. This is followed by a conclusion in Section 4.

2 Proposed Methodology

The flow of the proposed technique for voice conversion is based on age by changing acoustic
parameters like pitch, energy, and time. The synthesized sample undergoes feature extraction
and matching to determine the strength of the correlation between the converted samples from
different speakers from the same and different families (see Fig. 1). The steps are as follows:

(1) First, a corpus is created by recording the voice samples of speakers of the same and
different ages and gender of each family.

(2) Voice-age conversion is performed based on the target personage by changing the acoustic
parameters.

(3) Feature extraction and feature matching of the core samples are done with MFCC and
VQ, especially the LBG and KFCG algorithms.

(4) The default values are set for the splitting parameter (ζ ) and distance threshold (D1).
These are used in the feature matching algorithm to find the similarities between the voice
samples.

(5) Acoustic analyses are performed to calculate the correlation (θ) between the resynthesized
voice samples and the voice samples of the blood relatives.

(6) The correlation is classified as strong or weak using SVM.
(7) Error analyses are performed using RMSE, and the speech features are fine-tuned using

prosodic, spectral-temporal analysis, pitch, and duration. The results of the resynthesis are
optimized to approximate the original voice samples.

(8) Individual voice database is constructed for use by the speech-disabled. It includes the
features of the samples from their blood relatives to make the speech of the target person
more natural and realistic. This technique helps to create an individual database for the
speech-disabled with blood relations voices depending upon their age.

The results and discussion for the resynthesized voice samples of the same or different gender
of families in two different languages are explained briefly in the following sections.
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Figure 1: General framework of a voice conversion system

2.1 Details of the Corpus
The dataset comprises 75 speakers from 12 families representing about three genera-

tions, aged 8–80 years. For each speaker, two short sentences (labeled “utterance 1 (U1)”)
and “utterance 2 (U2)”) of each of English and Telugu, (Indian language) were recorded.
The utterances are recorded from the families who can speak both languages. The uttered
English and Telugu sentences are “I am Fine, thank you” “author of the danger trials” and

“ ” (meaning of those Telugu sen-
tences are respect parents; fine, thank you) respectively. The dataset was created by recording at a
sampling rate of 16 kHz, and it was used for the experimental study along with their age groups.
The utterances were recorded in a noise-free environment. Each speaker undertook a practice
test to become familiar with the setup of the experiment. The details of the corpus used for the
experimental study are shown in Tab. 2.
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Table 2: Details of the corpus used

Language Gender Age groups # of Utterances
(utterance1 and utterance 2)

8–15
years

15–30
years

30–50
years

50–80
years

English Male 5 10 15 6 75 + 75 = 150
Female 7 8 14 10

Telugu Male 5 10 15 6 75 + 75 = 150
Female 7 8 14 10

2.2 Voice Conversion Based on Age by Changing the Acoustic Parameters Using PSOLA
A person’s age from childhood to old age has been assumed to range from 8–80 years,

within which prosodic features and voice changes stay within a comprehensive range. The voice-
age conversion was performed by changing the acoustic parameters like fundamental frequency,
duration, and energy of the voice sample using PSOLA [22–25]. For the said effect of voice-age
conversion, the time stretching and pitch scale modification features of the PSOLA algorithm has
been utilized.

This technique helped in creating an individual database for the speech disabled with blood
relations voices depending upon their age. The system used for voice-age conversion involves the
following steps (see Fig. 2):

(1) For speech analysis, the speech waveform is decomposed into two components: (a) a
flattened source signal containing much of the prosodic information. And, (b) a global
envelope component that accounts for the resonant characteristics of the vocal tract trans-
fer function (source-filter model) together with the spectral characteristics of the glottal
excitation.

Figure 2: Block diagram of applied voice conversion method based on spectral and prosodic
modification, and cepstral source-filter model for reconstruction
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(2) The components of the signal are modified: prosodic parameters and spectral-temporal
features are altered by applying time-domain-PSOLA [25] algorithms on the source signal.

(3) The speech signal is obtained from the modified excitation source and the modified enve-
lope. Finally, the resynthesized speech signal, falling into one of the four age categories
(child, young, adult, senior).

A detailed description of the aforesaid steps is given as follows. The input sentences from
the corpus undergo speech analysis and perform prosodic parameters. The prosodic and spectral-
temporal features are used to analyze each of the features of the voice samples from the corpus in
detail. Then the same is compared with other speech sample features. Thus, an estimate of the fea-
ture(s) important for the given conversation is performed. The features are inherent in individual
speech sounds (voicing, place & manner of articulation). The spectral features (frequency-based
features), that are obtained by changing the time-based signal into the frequency domain via
Fourier Transform like spectral roll-off (R), spectral centroid (C), spectral flux (F) & fundamental
frequency (Pitch). The temporal features (time-domain features) are straightforward to extract and
have a simple physical interpretation. The same features provide moderately worthy performance
for speech recognition like short-time energy (E) and energy entropy (EE), zero crossing rates
(ZCR) collectively give information about the timbre (tonality), pitch, rhythm, loudness [39].
Thereafter, the PSOLA algorithm is used to manipulate the pitch by transposing the pitch without
changing the characteristics of sound. Then the resynthesis speech can be selected based on
selector will falling in any of four age categories: child (8–15 years old), young (15–30 years),
adult (30–50 years), or senior (50–80 years).

According to [21,25], depending on the gender i.e., male and female with respective four age
categories (child, young, adult, senior) i.e., 8–15 years, 15–30 years, 30–50 years, 50–80 years.
The pitch frequencies for the different age groups and genders are provided in Tab. 3. The pitch
periods and pitch frequencies for the age groups and genders are given in Tab. 4.

Table 3: Pitch frequency depending on age group [21,25]

Group Age in years Pitch frequency

Male Female

Avg. Min Max Avg. Min Max

Child 8–15 194 166 222 350 300 400
Young 15–30 186 166 205 325 280 370
Adult 30–50 133 111 155 240 200 280
Senior 50–80 114 94 133 205 170 240

Table 4: The ranges of pitch period and frequency [21,25]

Pitch period (ms) Pitch frequency (Hz)

Speech by Average Minimum Maximum Average Minimum Maximum

Child 3.4 2.3 4.5 300 500 200
Female 3.2 3.5 6.2 225 350 150
Male 11.8 6.5 17.2 125 200 80
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One of the prosodic features of speech is pitch. It can be varied by pitch-scale modification
using the PSOLA algorithm. The other prosodic features of speech—tempo or speed and or
duration—can be varied by time-scale modification [21,22].

• Pitch-scale modification (p-scale) [22]: modifies the pitch of a signal, possibly in a time-
varying manner without altering the signal’s time evolution (and in particular, its duration).

• Time-scale modification (t-scale) [22]: speeds up or slows down a signal, possibly in a time-
varying manner, without altering the signal’s spectral content (particularly its pitch when
the signal is periodic).

By using time-and pitch-scale modification [22,23] of PSOLA, we can choose acoustic and
prosodic features of the sound of the source to match the age and gender of the target person.

2.3 Classification of Correlation Percentage Between Original and Resynthesized Blood Relation Voice
Samples
The correlation [34] between the resynthesized speech and the voice samples from the corpus

is classified using SVM. It provides results based on feature extraction and matching of voice
samples, parameter setting, acoustic analysis to find the correlation, and classification of the
correlation as either strong or weak, which are discussed briefly in the following sections.

2.3.1 Feature Extraction and Matching
Mel frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) consider human perception sensitivity about

frequencies and which ones are best for speech and speaker recognition. Those are given as input
to the VQ module to create the codeword for each training sequence. These are then assembled
into a codebook.

The most common methods in VQ to generate codebooks are the Linde, Buzo, Gray (LBG),
and Kekre’s fast codebook generation (KFCG) algorithms because they reduce the number of
iterations in the codebook algorithm [35–38]. However, while LBG guarantees the progression
of distortion, initial conditions must be carefully chosen. KFCG, on the other hand, requires
less computational speed and memory space. VQ with modified k-means LBG and KFCG algo-
rithms [35–38] was implemented to determine the correlations of performance and recognition
between the voice samples of blood relatives of similar and dissimilar genders and different
language databases is discussed in the following subsections. We consider a number of centroids
k = 8 (∼number of groups in the data) for effective results. In the previous preliminary work by
the author, the steps for feature extraction and matching are explained in detail along with results
for the Sanskrit language sentence [34].

2.3.2 Parameter Setting
In the aforesaid feature matching algorithms, the splitting parameter (ζ ) is used to divide/split

the size of the codebook. For that, we consider different values of the splitting parameter by
considering a few voice samples of the same and different gender from the same and/or different
families. For this study after experimenting several times, different splitting parameters and their
results are shown in Tab. 5. We fixed the splitting parameter at 0.01 based on empirical studies
to define the match between blood relation samples.

The minimum distance threshold i.e., distortion (D1) is the sum of the distances of all training
vectors in the nearest neighbor search [35]. Initially, the experiment with different values of D1 for
LBG and KFCG algorithms between the training and testing codewords is shown in Fig. 3. The
minimum distance threshold is required to classify the correlation either as strong or weak, after
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experimenting with various voice samples from the same and different families. On comparing the
performance of different values of D1 for various voice samples in the respective corpus. Finally,
we set D1 values as 8.5 and 5.79 for the LBG and KFCG algorithms, respectively, to get better
performance results. The correlations (θ) = 100 − D1 for LBG and KFCG are 91.5% and 94.2%,
respectively.

Table 5: Splitting parameter setting

Splitting parameter (ζ ) Results

0.5 Match between speech samples of the opposite gender
0.00897 Match between speech samples of the same person
0.01 Match between blood relation speech samples of the same gender

Figure 3: Minimum distance threshold for LBG and KFCG

2.3.3 Acoustic Analysis to Find the Correlation
For each of the test speakers from the corpus, the first five formant frequencies of English

and Telugu sentences in the reading speech were measured from the dataset. The experimental
study was conducted to find the correlations between the speakers from the same/different set
of families by using the LBG and KFCG algorithms, respectively, for the voice samples in the
corpus. Then, based on parameter setting as discussed in Section 2.3.2, the threshold for the value
of the correlation between the resynthesized samples and the voice samples of the blood relatives
was considered strong if θ > 91.5% for LBG and > 94.2% for KFCG.

2.3.4 Classification of Correlations (θ) Using a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Instead of finding the correlation is either strong or weak using threshold reference (91.5%

and 94.2% for LBG and KFCG, respectively) manually, it is easier to feed those results to
a classifier for easy and accurate correlation classification. Thus, instead of a time-consuming
process, we used an SVM machine-learning algorithm [40] for fast and accurate analysis with
the acceptable result to find the correlation is strong or weak between the voice samples. This
is effectively used for large corpus and considers only strong correlation voice samples. All the
responses for the proposed methodology were validated. This is treated in Section 3.
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3 Results and Discussions

The corpus was created by collecting the voice samples from all the speakers from about
three generations of a given family as discussed in Section 2.1. Voice conversion based on age by
changing the acoustic parameters using PSOLA, each sample from the voice database underwent
feature extraction and matching [35–38] to find the correlation and the correlations were classified
as weak or strong using SVM. This process is discussed and the results are shown in the following
subsections.

3.1 Voice Conversion Based on Age by Changing the Acoustic Parameters Using PSOLA
We recorded the voice samples while blood relatives recited designated sentences. PSOLA was

used to convert the source voice samples to target voice samples for the age of the target person
by varying the p-scales and t-scales [22,23]. The source and target voice signal waveforms are
shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Input and output voice signal waveforms i.e., source (male) voice signal and a targeted
voice signal (A) while reciting English sentence (a) Male voice signal of age 45 years (b) 10 years’
child (c) 20 years (d) 35 years (e) 55 years (B) while reciting Telugu sentence (a) Female voice
signal of age 25 years (b) 10 years’ child (c) 20 years (d) 35 years (e) 55 years
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We consider a voice sample from a male aged 45 years reciting an English sentence. Then
we conduct voice conversion using PSOLA by changing the acoustic parameters of different
age groups as mentioned in Tabs. 3 and 4. Fig. 4A shows the source sample of a 45-year-old
male reciting an English sentence and that sample converted to ages of 10, 20, 35, and 50
years, respectively. Fig. 4B shows the source sample of a 33-year-old female reciting a Telugu
sentence and that sample converted to ages 15, 20, 35, and 55 years, respectively. The acoustic
characteristics like gender, age, pitch frequency, and energy for both the source samples and the
converted samples while reciting English and Telugu sentences are given in Tab. 6.

Table 6: Acoustic characteristics of the source and targeted voice samples

Language
(reciting
speech
samples)

Gender
of source
voice
sample

Age in
years

Pitch
frequency
in Hz

Energy
(E)

Literature
Data [21,25]

Experimental
output data

Age
group

Ranges of
pitch
frequency
in Hz

Converted
voice age
in years

Pitch
frequency in
Hz

Energy
(E)

English Male 45 140.3 Hz 442.4 8–15 166–222 10 years 171.1 Hz 318.19
15–30 166–205 20 years 166.9 Hz 307.62
30–50 111–155 35 years 129.7 Hz 273.23
50–80 94–133 55 years 106.9 Hz 184.46

Female 35 276.3 Hz 300.4 8–15 300–400 15 years 368.05 Hz 517.14
15–30 280–370 20 years 293.12 Hz 446.35
30–50 200–280 35 years 222.39 Hz 355.55
50–80 170–240 55 years 176.41 Hz 239.56

Telugu Male 25 180.3 Hz 492.2 8–15 166–222 10 years 191.1 Hz 398.19
15–30 166–205 20 years 186.9 Hz 337.62
30–50 111–155 35 years 139.7 Hz 278.23
50–80 94–133 55 years 116.9 Hz 194.46

Female 33 276.3 Hz 384.9 8–15 300–400 15 years 338.05 Hz 537.14
15–30 280–370 20 years 283.12 Hz 666.35
30–50 200–280 35 years 262.39 Hz 325.55
50–80 170–240 55 years 196.41 Hz 229.56

Tab. 6 shows the acoustic characteristics of the source and converted or resynthesized voice
samples in the age ranges identified in Tab. 3. The average energy (E) values for the female voice
were higher than those of the male voice. The language, gender, age, pitch, and energy of the
source samples are followed by the gender, age, pitch, and energy converted or resynthesized
sample. The pitch frequency, energy, and duration of the resynthesized samples were verified
through comparison with the literature, it follows the same as mentioned in Tab. 3. The pitch
and energy of the converted voice samples of the female are higher than those of males in the
respective age groups. The pitch and energy of the resynthesized samples fall in the same ranges
irrespective of the language being recited for the source samples.

We find the correlation to determine whether the speech characteristics of the source samples
and the resynthesized samples are static. Then, classification aids in identifying whether the
correlation is strong or weak using SVM. Those classifications are discussed in the following
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subsections. Thus, the resynthesized speech helps to create an individual voice database that is
more realistic to benefit patients with speech disorders.

3.2 Acoustic Analysis to Find Correlations
The correlations can be calculated by analyzing the voice samples from the same and different

families and gender. The frequency responses of both the samples of speakers from the same and
different families reciting English and Telugu sentences are shown in Fig. 5. Then their respective
vocal tract formants and experimental correlation results using the LBG and KFCG algorithms
are shown in Tab. 7. Based on parameter setting and threshold defined in Section 2.3.2, the
correlation will be either strong or weak.

The frequency responses of the voice samples of father and son (aged 48 and 25 years);
mother and daughter (40 and 20 years), and sisters (23 and 28 years) from the same family while
rendering English and Telugu sentences have almost the same vocal tract resonances. The pitch
or tone may vary depending on the age of the speakers as shown in Figs. 5a, 5b, 5e, 5g, and 5h,
respectively.

Similarly, the voice samples from different genders of the same or different families have
different vocal tract resonances because of dissimilar gender or spectral–temporal features as
shown in Figs. 5c, 5d, 5f, and 5i, and 5j respectively.

The upper rows of Tab. 7 list the first five formants of various combinations of speakers
reciting English and the correlation between the voice samples computed with the LBG and
KFCG algorithms. Data for reciting Telugu sentences are in the lower rows. The correlations
are strong when the speakers are of the same gender from the same family. Conversely, the
correlations are weak when the speakers were from different families or different genders from the
same family.

The same procedure was conducted to find the correlations between 75 sets of source and
converted samples of the same and opposite gender for 12 families while reciting English and
Telugu sentences. The results of the correlations, computed with the LBG and KFCG algorithms,
are shown in Fig. 6.

There were strong correlations (θ) between voice samples of the same gender. They were
∼93.9% and ∼95.3% using LBG and KFCG, respectively. The correlations were strong because
the speakers had similar vocal tract characteristics (formant frequencies and spectral envelopes as
shown in Figs. 5a and 5b and Tab. 7). The correlations (θ) were weak for speakers of different
genders from the same family: ∼83.61% and ∼85.70% using LBG and KFCG, respectively. When
the speakers were of different genders or if they were the same gender but their age was < 15
years or > 75 years, it was difficult to find strong correlations between their voice samples because
of the difference in vocal tract resonances (formant frequencies and spectral envelopes like as
shown in Figs. 5c and 5d and Tab. 7). The statistical comparisons showed weak correlations even
though there was high similarity (correlation (θ) ∼> 85%) between the voice samples of speakers
from different families. This is because they came from the same age group or had similar pitches
or accents.
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Figure 5: Frequency response (linear predictive coding (LPC)) of original and converted voice
samples while reciting ‘English Sentences.’ (a) Father & son (b) mother & daughter (c) different
gender from a different family (d) same gender from different family (e) sisters (f) different
gender from the same family frequency response (LPC magnitude response) of voice samples
while reciting ‘Telugu sentences’ (g) father & son (h) mother & daughter (i) different gender from
different families
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Table 7: Statistical comparisons for the similarity of the speaker voice samples while reciting
English and Telugu sentences

Voice samples Age in
years

First five formants of the speaker (Hz) θ in % Result

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 LBG KFCG

English sentences

Father & son 48 109.7 1885.3 3307.7 4641.8 5776.6 94.1 96.2 Strong
25 89.9 2152.9 3704.1 4342.2 5451.8

Mother & daughter 40 179.6 1903.4 2870.7 3754.4 5370.0 92.2 95.2 Strong
20 184.8 1983.8 3391.4 4004.7 5123.6

Different gender
from different
family (male and
female)

25 179.6 1903.4 2870.7 3754.4 5370.0 88.7 92.2 Weak
30 142.2 882.7 1926.5 2816.2 6550.6

Same (male) gender
from different
family

25 179.6 1903.4 2870.7 3754.4 5370.0 89.5 92.8 Weak
30 159.3 1073.4 2302.0 3027.3 7126.1

Sisters 23 184.8 1983.8 3391.4 4004.7 5123.6 93.2 95.4 Strong
28 199.9 1613.3 3172.7 3574.7 5323.6

Different gender
from same family
(female and male)

40 457.8 737.5 1231.2 5161.1 6750.7 90.2 93.5 Weak
30 117.7 1231.5 2427.4 2706.6 6569.6

Telugu sentences

Father & son 48 126.2 1796.6 3279.6 4557.2 5765.1 94.0 95.9 Strong
25 205.8 2138.2 2941.0 4165.1 5361.8

Mother & daughter 40 190.6 1191.5 3183.3 3605.0 5627.8 92.8 95.8 Strong
20 193.5 1305.5 2979.1 3708.2 5858.2

Different gender
from different
family (male and
female)

25 90.2 136.3 1562.1 3327.1 3653.3 88.9 91.8 Weak
35 205.8 2138.2 2941.0 4165.1 6546.3

By consolidating all the results of all the speakers in both languages, we evaluated the
correlations between blood relatives of the same gender using frequency response, i.e., Linear
Predictive Coding (LPC) response and formants (vocal tract characteristics). From the statistical
comparisons of voice samples from the same and different families, we concluded that there would
be a strong correlation with voice samples from blood relatives by considering the vocal tract
characteristics i.e., formants (see Tab. 7) and frequency response by LPC coefficients (see Fig. 5)
irrespective of the generations and variations of the language.
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Figure 6: Correlation between original and converted voice samples while reciting ‘English sen-
tences’ using LBG & KFCG algorithms (a) same families with the same gender (b) same families
with different gender (c) different families of same/different gender’s

We used an SVM algorithm to find a line or curve (in two dimensions) that divided the
classes. The results showed whether the correlations were strong or weak between source and
resynthesized samples. They were well separated, as shown by the red and yellow dots in Fig. 7a.
A linear discriminative classifier draws a straight line separating the two sets of data, thereby
creating a classification model. Three very different separators perfectly discriminated between
these samples, as shown in Fig. 7b. Depending on which line you choose, a new data point (the
one marked by the “x” in Fig. 7b) will be assigned a different label. In SVM, the line that
maximizes this margin is the one we will choose as the optimal model as shown in Fig. 7c. SVMs
are one type of maximum margin estimator [40].
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Figure 7: Classification of correlation percentage using SVM (a) two sets of data (b) three
separators with new data point “X” (c) optimal model for classification

Thus, the classification of correlation between source and resynthesized samples was done
with SVM. This classifier helps to track whether the correlation is either strong or weak and
we can consider only strong correlation voice samples. Thus, we could ignore samples with weak
correlations, because the originality of the source voice samples affects. We use the voice samples
for voice conversion based on the age of the target person. We consider only if the correlation
between the source and resynthesized samples is strong as calculated acoustic analysis. Thus, these
samples can be used to create an independent database of natural-sounding voice samples for use
by parlayed and speech-disabled persons.

The resynthesized voice samples were validated by error correction and the acoustic param-
eters were optimized to reduce the errors to make the voice more realistic and appropriate.
Perceptual tests are discussed in the following subsections. With this technique, we can build a
database for the target voice-disabled person without changing the speech characteristics of the
voice samples from blood relatives. That is, if we build a database by using the father’s (blood
relation) voice samples, we can construct an individual database for his son by altering some
acoustic characteristics and the PSOLA algorithm. Similarly, we can create a database for his
daughter by using voice samples from her mother samples and using voice conversion along with
the PSOLA algorithm and acoustic characteristics based on the daughter’s age.

3.3 Error Analyses
By using the voice conversion mechanism, we can change the voice by changing its acoustic

characteristics depending on the age of the target person. By acoustic analysis, we find the cor-
relation and classification and determine if the correlation between the source and resynthesized
samples is either strong or weak. The error study on the original samples and the converted
sample of the target person’s age as shown in Fig. 8, while reciting English and Telugu sentences.

The waveforms of the original voice sample and voice conversion system (converted/
resynthesized) sample of the target person’s age are 78 years, 25 years and 55 years, 35 years while
reciting English sentences by male speakers are shown in Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Voice signal waveforms of the original sample and voice conversion system (resynthe-
sized) sample while reciting English sentences by the male speaker (a) 78 year (b) 25 years (c) 55
years (d) 35 years

The waveforms of the original voice sample and voice conversion system (converted/
resynthesized) sample of the target person’s age are 35 years, 75 years and 55 years, 25 years,
while reciting Telugu sentences by female speakers, are shown in Fig. 9. Blue indicates a source
sample and red indicates a resynthesized sample using a voice conversion system.

The error between the original and synthesized samples is calculated using root mean square
error (RMSE) [41], to prove that the synthesized voice is the same as the original voice with
minimum error. The RMSE error between the original and synthesized samples shown in Figs. 8
and 9, is calculated. The RMSE are ∼5.5, ∼2.0, ∼3.5, ∼2.5; ∼2.35, ∼6.0, ∼3.5, ∼2.79 respectively
for all waveforms shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
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Figure 9: Voice signal waveforms of the original sample and voice conversion system (resynthe-
sized) sample while reciting Telugu sentences by the female speaker (a) 35 year (b) 75 years (c)
55 years (d) 25 years

The error between the original samples and the resynthesized voice in the voice conversion
system was slightly lower for a few samples after they were resynthesized. The methods, for
optimizing the results by reducing the error, (which gives good quality of perception and the
accurately resynthesized voice are as close as possible to the original voice are discussed in the
following subsection.

3.3.1 Critical Analyses
Spectral-temporal features of the voice sample are used to analyze and estimate which features

increase the similarity between the voice samples so those speech features are prominent.
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Figure 10: Spectral-temporal features of original and resynthesized voice samples after fine-tuning
of speech features. (a) energy entropy (EE) (b) short time energy (E) (c) zero crossing rates (ZCR)
(d) spectral roll-off (R) (e) spectral centroid (C) (f) spectral flux (F)
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The histograms of each spectral-temporal feature of the original and resynthesized samples
are shown in Fig. 10. The differences in peaks are due to the resynthesized samples, where the
spectral-temporal features slightly vary when compare to the original sample. Thus, fine-tuning of
spectral-temporal features makes the resynthesized voice sample as close as possible to the original
sample, as shown in Fig. 10. This is then used to create a voice database for the speech disabled
to make their voices more natural and realistic for easier interactions with others.

Figure 11: Optimized voice signal waveforms of original sample and voice conversion system
sample while reciting English sentence of (a) 58 years of the male speaker (b) 22 years of the
female speaker and while reciting ‘Telugu sentence’ (c) 35 years of the female speaker (d) 25 years
of the male speaker
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3.3.2 Optimizing the Results
PSOLA is used to modify the pitch and timescale of the source signals to get a target voice

signal. We must adjust the pitch and time according to the age of the target person using the
respective values shown in Tabs. 3 and 4. When we hear the output voice samples after the voice
conversion, a few samples may lag or be stressed more heavily, as shown in Figs. 8a, 8c, 9b, and
9c. Fine-tuning and adjusting pitch and time scale reduces or eliminates the lag or the overstress
in the voice. Moreover, we can fine-tune the spectral-temporal speech features and minimize the
error between the original and synthesized samples, so the result is more accurate to hear. Those
waveforms are shown in Fig. 11.

Likewise, we can tune and adjust the pitch and timescale in the PSOLA algorithm and include
speech features to match those of the target person. We can create a database and validate it,
based on perceptions as discussed in Section 3.4. Thus, the resynthesized speech will help to create
an individual voice database and make it more realistic to benefit patients with speech disorders.

3.4 Perception Test
A perception test [42] was conducted to validate the results of the voice conversion. A total

of 20 listeners (10 males, 10 females), all native speakers of British English aged 17–42 years, were
recruited to participate in this test. Listeners had no known speaking or hearing impairments.
A perception score was used to evaluate the quality of the synthesized voice produced by voice
conversion. The perception scores measured the extent to which listeners misjudged sounds. Scores
were ranked on a scale from one to five, with five being the best score. The scores of the
perception test are provided in Fig. 12. It shows the mean perception scores, the gender of the
voice sample, and the correlation between the original and resynthesized samples.

Figure 12: Mean perception scores of age group, gender, and the correlation between original and
resynthesized voice sample

The overall performance in speech or voice perception ability for all age groups of listeners
was quite good. Approximately 96% accurately identified the gender of the voice sample, and
there was 93% accuracy for identifying the age group samples. Accuracy was 94% for identifying
the correlation between the original and converted voice samples. The pairs of samples for the
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age ranges left some listeners confused, so the accuracy was only 93% for identifying the voice
samples of the age groups.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents an approach for automatic voice conversion based on the target person’s
age by changing acoustic parameters using voice samples from their blood relatives. This technique
makes the target person’s voice more natural, who is disabled. A corpus was created by collecting
voice samples from blood relatives from 12 families who recited English and Telugu sentences.
There were around 75 speakers aged from 8 to 80 years of age. These voice samples were used for
voice conversion using PSOLA and based on the target person’s age. This allowed researchers to
change acoustic parameters like pitch, duration, and energy. Then, LBG and KFCG algorithms
were used to detect the similarity between the original and converted voice samples. From this
experimental study, the vocal tract resonances of members of the same family look very similar.
Correlations of ∼93% and ∼95% were determined using the LBG and KFCG algorithms, respec-
tively. The correlation was strong (∼>93%) between voice samples from the same gender (in a
given family). It was harder to establish similarity between the voice samples when the speaker was
less than 15 years old or more than 75 years old, if they were of different genders, or if they were
of the same or different genders from different families. In those cases, the correlations were weak
(∼<85%). The correlations were classified as either strong or weak using SVM. We concluded that
we had implemented a voice conversion system that transforms and synthesizes a source voice
(voice samples from blood relatives) to a target voice, based on the characteristics of the target
person by changing acoustic parameters. We validated the results by conducting a perception
test. Approximately 96%, 93%, and 94% accurately identified the gender of the voice sample, the
age group samples, and the correlation between the original and converted voice samples. Thus,
the statistical comparisons between the original and the system of resynthesized voice samples
showed that it was possible to create an appropriate voice database for the speech-disabled using
blood relative samples. Such an approach is superior to using a universal voice database based on
languages. In the future, automatic age conversion using blood relations includes emotions that
may effectively use by the voice impaired. The work may be extended to the development of a
wearable device for real-time speech resynthesis with the age-conversion feature.
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